The Buddha Was a Psychologist: A Rational Approach to Buddhist Teachings, Arnold Kozak argues for a secular and psychological interpretation of the Buddha’s wisdom, with a particular focus on his mind model and use of metaphor. Kozak closely examines the Buddha’s biographies, analyzing Buddhist dharma through the contexts of neuroscience, cognitive linguistics, and evolutionary psychology.

Understanding Our Mind: Thrānīc Hāmbūkhi 2008-01-11 Understanding Our Mind is Arnold Kozak’s accessible guide for anyone who wants to know more about the inner workings of the mind. Originally released as Transformation at the Base, a finalist for the 2001 Nautilus Award, this volume on Buddhist psychology features a new introduction by Dharma teacher Bob Anderson. Understanding Our Mind is based on fifty years of the author’s own experience in meditation. From the first few seconds of meditation to the most advanced level, this book lays out how Buddhist philosophy and practice can transform our understanding of the mind.

Buddhist Psychology: An Inquiry Into the Analysis and Theory of Mind in Pali Literature, written by Padmasiri Silva, provides a comprehensive introduction to Buddhist psychology and explains key concepts in psychology and practical applications in mindfulness-based counseling techniques using Buddhist philosophy of mind, psychology, ethics and contemplative methods.
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Right here, we have countless ebook \textit{buddhist psychology} and collections to check out. We additionally have enough money variant types and then type of the books to browse. The normal book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as capably as various further sorts of books are readily easy to use here.